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“ Memories pressed between the pages
of my mind. Memories sweetened
through the ages just like wine.”

Our Story
It is said that good wine is inspiring and adds greatly to the joy of living, for it creates magic,
moments and memories. To offer such delight Karuka Agencies welcomes you to the world of
the “Wine Legends” who can mix and match, find the wine to suit your mood, palate and the
occasion.
The Karuka Agencies’ story began in 1994, with its origins in a small grocery shop, which
later transitioned into what we call “akafunda”, a bar of some sort. After a loyal customer and
connoisseur of fine wines asked us to bring in a particular South African wine, this opened up
a whole new world; and thus began our journey into the importation and distribution of South
African wines.
We pride ourselves in being the first company to bring South African wines into the Ugandan
market. Whilst we began with a first consignment of 20 cartons of wine, shipped in by air,
this allowed us to test the market and distribution channels and we now bring in orders by the
container due to continuously increasing demand.
Registered in 2010, as a limited company, Karuka Agencies became the sole importer and
distributor of Robertson wines from the Robertson Winery situated in the Robertson Valley,
South Africa, to Uganda.
Our company is located on Kisota Road, which is off Bukoto – Kisasi Road, in Kampala, with a
display allowing clients the experience of seeing the range of wines we have on offer and to take
their time to learn more about them – for each wine has a story to tell.
Committed to building trustworthy relationships, working with integrity and purposefulness,
Karuka Agencies wants to offer their clients wines which link the old world and new. Unique
products which blend and masterfully combine the traditions and techniques perfected over time
in the field of winery with the gifts nature has to offer so that they may be enjoyed and bring
pleasure.

Our Vision
To be the most reliable, customer – focused
distributor with the widest coverage in Uganda.

Our M ission
To exceed our customers’ expectations by providing
them quality products in the right quantities at the
right time.

Robertson
Cabernet
Sauvignon

Dry
Reds
Size

Details

750mls

Smooth, full-bodied style with rich
mulberry, plum and cassis supported
by soft tannins. The wine is deep red in
colour, smooth with good weight, made
in a friendly new Cape style with no hard
edges. Enjoy now with roast beef, stews,
lamb, venison, pasta and steak.

Robertson Merlot
Size

Details

750mls

Rich, dark red colour with ripe, punchy, plum
flavours, sweet black cherry and a velvet finish.
Delicate wood does not mask the ripe fruit. Enjoy
now with roast chicken, beef, lamb, pasta and
steak.

Robertson Shiraz
Size

Details

750mls

This full-bodied wine shows freshly crushed
black pepper aromas with hints of cinnamon and
cloves on the nose with lots of brambly red berry
fruit, rich mulberry and well integrated vanilla
tones. Enjoy now with roast beef, stews, lamb,
venison, pasta and steak.

Robertson Pinotage
Size

Details

750mls

A deep purple tint on the rim with delicious flavours of
ripe strawberry, banana, juicy plums and rich, red cherry.
Produced in an easy drinking style with well-integrated
wood and a soft, smooth finish. Enjoy now with roast beef,
guinea fowl, roast chicken, stews, lamb, pizza and pasta.

Robertson Chapel Red
Size

Details

750mls

A fruity soft dry red, with smooth round berry
flavours and a herbaceous, brambly character.

Dry
Whites

Robertson
Chardonnay

Size

Details

750mls

The balance of the fresh citrus
fruits and rich melon characters
give the wine a full rounded
palate that combines well with
the subtle creaminess and
nuttiness of the gentle oak. The
natural acidity follows through to
a fresh and clean finish. Enjoy
now with seafood, salmon, roast
chicken, Thai food and pork.

Robertson Sauvignon Blanc
Size

Details

750mls

Full bodied with powerful varietal flavors of
passion fruit, green apple and freshly cut grass.
Good structure with lovely balancing acidity.
Enjoy now with seafood, smoked salmon, roast
chicken and pork.

Robertson Chapel White
Size

Details

750mls

A youthful, fragrantly refreshing dry blend, with
tropical fruit salad flavours that linger to a crisp
clean finish.

N atural
Sweets

Robertson
Natural
Sweet Red NV

Size

Details

750mls
& 1.5lt

Fruity and soft with smooth sweet
cherry and ripe berry flavours.

Robertson Natural
Sweet Rose NV
Size

Details

750mls
& 1.5lt

Deep coral pink colour, packed with
delicious sweet berry flavours.

Robertson Natural
Sweet White NV
Size

Details

750mls
& 1.5lt

Youthful, fragrantly refreshing sweet wine with
tropical fruit salad flavours.

Robertson
Dry White

3lt Casks
Size

Details

3lt

A crisp, elegant dry white wine with
a delicate bouquet.

Robertson Natural
Sweet Red
Size

Details

3lt

Packed with natural sweet fruit flavours.
Low in alcohol.

Robertson Natural
Sweet White
Size

Details

3lt

Soft, smooth, fruit-scented
Natural Sweet White 3L. Low in
alcohol.

Robertson
Dry Red

Size

Details

3lt

A blend of red varietals that balances
a fruity aroma with rich textures.

Robertson
Sparkling Brut

Sparkling
Wines
Size

Details

750mls

This dry yet fruity sparkling
wine made from Chenin Blanc
is elegant, fresh and crisp. It
displays appealing flavours of
apple and pear with subtle floral
aromas.

Robertson Sparkling Sweet Red
Size

Details

750mls

This delicious sparkling wine offers luscious
strawberry aromas and a mouth-filling array of
ripe berry sweet flavours, all perfectly balanced
with freshness and a long, silky finish.

Robertson Sparkling
Sweet White
Size

Details

750mls

Made from carefully selected white grape
varieties, this full-bodied and lively wine reveals
deliciously ripe yellow apple and melon flavours.

Robertson Sparkling Sweet Rose
Size

Details

750mls

This deliciously sweet, yet refreshing rosé
sparkling wine is made from carefully selected
white and red grape varieties. The taste buds
are tantalized by ripe strawberry flavours, which
linger with each sip.

Robertson NON-ALC
Sparkling dry white
Size

Details

750mls

Grapes grown in lime-rich soil, like ours,
produce elegant sparkling wine with finesse.
The alcohol in this wine has been carefully
removed to preserve the fruity aromas and
vibrant flavours. Pear & mandarin come to the
fore accompanied by hints of orange blossom
& honeysuckle. Best enjoyed with flavoursome
canapés and served well chilled.

.

Robertson NON-ALC
Sparkling Sweet White
Size

Details

750mls

A sweet alcohol free sparkling wine full of delicate
fruit, bubbles and sunshine.

Robertson NON-ALC
Sparkling Sweet Rose
Size

Details

750mls

Our Non Alcoholic Sweet Sparkling Pink is set to
delight all drinkers, no matter how they’re used to
celebrating. Its taste is refreshingly fun, decidedly
fruity and finishes with a cheeky sparkle. Perfect
for every occasion. Robertson Winery Non
Alcoholic Sweet Sparkling Pink, a fancy way to
say: “let’s make this moment shine!”.

P remium
Wine

The
Chocolate
Block

Size

Details

750mls

The nose is dark and brooding and entices
with its black fruit aromas and hints of pepper
and spice. The blueberry and blackberry of
the nose follow through onto a layered, full
palate with flavours of dark plums and notes
of dust, graphite and cocoa nib. The wine is
focused and elegant, with fresh yet integrated
acidity and fine-grained tannins, adding to
exceptional structure. Black currant and milk
chocolate linger on a silky finish.

Contact us:
Plot 928 Kisota Road off Bukoto - Kisasi Road.
+256 701 600805 | +256 702 122111
+256 774 600805

isakaruka@yahoo.com
www.karukaagencies.com
@karukaagenciesltd

